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SUMMARY
A computer program (ND0702) has been developed for the rapid
computation of the mass properties of complex structural systems. The
program uses rigid body analyses and permits differences in structural
material throughout the total system. It is based on the premise that
complex systems can be adequately described by a combination of basic
elemental shapes. The following thirteen widely used structural shapes





5. Beam (arbitrary cross section)





11. Swept Trapezoidal Panel
12. Symmetric Trapezoidal Panels
13. Curved Rectangular Panel
Simple geometric data describing size and location of each element
and the respective material density or weight of each element are the
only required input data. From this minimum input, the program yields
system weight, center of gravity, moments of inertia and products of
inertia with respect to mutually perpendicular axes through the system
center of gravity. The program also yields mass properties of the
individual shapes relative to component axes.
Permanent configuration records and the use of iterative calculations
to investigate design systems or to determine optimums contribute to the
cost-effectiveness of the programs use.
INTRODUCTION
Determining the mass properties of any rigid structure is a problem
that at times becomes complex, but one which can easily be dealt with
utilizing computer solutions.
For rigid structures the solution of the mass properties requires
transformation to an axis parallel to the system axis and becomes
laborious almost to the point of being impractical.
Any complex structure must be broken down into elements in order to
exact a solution. The approach selected for the program presented in
this paper was to automate the input to the point where an element's
shape, geometry, density or weight, and three grid points are the only
requirements. This approach was influenced by the simplicity of com-
puting the direction cosines (Euler angle relationship) from the given
three grid points. The program as outlined in this paper performs
essentially the same process as calculations "by hand" and is extremely
useful for rigid structures skewed in space. This program also provides
improved accuracy, time savings, and complete permanent records for a
mass properties analysis. (This TMX is a verified expansion of the LaRC
working paper "Computer Program for Determining Mass Properties of a Compo-













moments and products of inertia
displacement vector for differential mass
kinetic =nergy
linear velocity
rectangular coordinate component displacement vectors
rectangular coordinate system displacement vectors
angular velocity
cosine of angle between x' and x axes
cosi_Le of angle between y' and x axes
cosine of angle between z' and x axes
















cosine of angle between y' and y axes
cosine of angle between z' and y axes
cosine of angle between x' and z axes
cosine of angle between y' and z axes
cosine of angle between z' and z axes
system coordinates to component center of mass
refer to component axis to which moments of inertia are calculated
refer to system axis to which the moments of inertia are rotated
parallel to the system coordinates
prime denotes component coordinate system
INERTIA EQUATIONS
The mass properties of shapes such as a cylinder, sphere, etc., are
easily calculated _nd therefore were selected as the basic component shapes
for handling a system such as a spacecraft structure. Since the component
shape mass properties are measured with respect to their respective center of
mass, the_e properties have to be transferred to the system center of mass.
The transformation can be made in two steps: first, the component properties
_re transferred to a system parallel to the system axis, and then transferred
by the usual parallel axis theorem. The rotational transformation is derived
by using the principle of kinetic energy. An introductory derivation of the
moment of inertia, and product of inertia expressions are derived first and
then transformation from the component to system coordinates is presented.
Derivation of Inertia Equations
Using the expressions of kinetic energy of a rigid body, the equations
of moments of inertia and products of inertia are derived. Consider a
component spinning with an angular velocity _ as shown next
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Z !
Component Center of Mass _ dm
x '_ __ _ _y,
_D
The angular kinetic energy can be written as
T= V'Vdm
where the velocity is expressed as
-9 .-) -.)
V =6u×r




oo = ia_x + Ja_y + lqm z
_x _r = '+ Jy'+ kz'
Taking the cross product
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i j _z'_x' _y'
X ! y! Z'
•"_/ I I ! ! _ I I
= _z -_.y)+ j(_ -_.')+ _+(_ -_x')
and performing the dot product results in
. , ,,2 (,,,_x,)2 . 2(,,,;._,)(_z,), ,)2 _ 2(_...,)(_zy,) + v%y , +(OyZ
+ (_z,)2 + (_y,)2 _ 2(_y,)(_=,)+ (,_,_x'_2
Which upon substituting into klnetlc energy equatlon gives
i _Ic%2(y,2_ y2 ,2) coz2(x,2
T-- + z'2) +_ (x'2+ z +
! ! ! t--]
'd_'X'Z' - 2C0 O_ y Z' - 2_'cu'x'yj dr.-Z_zx yz xy
+ y,2)
This represents the rotational kinetic energy of one component of a system.
Recognizing the definitions of moments and products of Inertlas and se!ectir_
the component coordinate system as the principal axes, we can write
1Tcomp=_ (I'_'2_,x+ I'='2yy+ I_.'_z2)
This particular selection of coordinates does not affect the final answers
because kinetic energy is constant with regards to the coordinate orientation;
however, it does simplify the input data and also reduces computer time.
Rotating From Component Coordinates to System Coordinates
At this point we have the kinetic energy about the component axis system.
Lu %he computer program it is at this level that mass properties are computed
for the preselected shapes such as the cylinder, sphere, etc.
It is necessary Zo resolve the component mass properties to an axis
system parallel to the system coordinates. Once parallel to this system axis
then we can translate to the system center cf gravity by the usual parallel
axis theorem. The derivation is similar to that presented in reference 5.
In deriving the rotational transformation from the component to the system
coordinates the expression for kinetic energy is again used. Given a body
rotating with an angular velocity _ we know that its kinetic energy is
invarlant with regard to the coordinate orientation.
o_G_ _ _ _._
oF ?oo_
5
_ z' _-- Component coor_nate
System coordinate
-'_ T'
The kinetic energy in the system coordinates is
l/Tsys--_ (_ x_ • (_ x_
Defining the products of inertia as
2" 2'Ixz = yz dm_ _ = yz din,
the energy'e_uation becomes
l_x_x2
TsYs 2L . + Iy_y2+ Iz_z2+ 21_
Zx_= /xydm
+ 21yz_m z + 2Ix_/_y_
The products of inertia will not necessarily be zero in the system coordinates
due to the Coordinate rotations and,-therefore_ the products must be
included.
B
It is necessary to write the angu_r velocity of the component system
coordinates in terms of the system coordinates. For an arbitrary vector it can
be written
-@ -_ -@
6L_ =_ I = _
comp system
CI,Z '
= i'a_x' + J'a_' + k' = i_x + jo_y + kak
Performing the dot product gives
f = i' i_ + i t • J_ + i' . k(o
x x y z
' = J' ico + J, • Jcoy + J' • k_y x z
+k' • k_
_OZ' = k' i¢Ox + k' •__.S°y Z
Recognizing the direction cosines results in
'x Z ,y ZCDX X X tZ
"co'k= _ ,y
Z Z ' _,
Writing the component kinetic energy in matrix algebra
T
comp
1 T 1 DC] [I'] DC]( 
where [DC] is the direction cosine matrix shown above. F_luating the system
and component energy results in
T =T
system comp
-- i T I'
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The direction cosines are determined by the method presented in appendix A.
Transferring _y 7arallel Axis Theorem
Now that the moments of inertia are in a system parallel to the system
coordinates, we now translate by the parallel axis theorem
IXX = IXXCO + m[(Yco
Iyy = Iyyco + m[(Xco -
IZZ = IZZCO + m[(Xco -
Ixy = IxYco + m[(Xco - X)(Yco
IXZ = IXZCO + m[(Xco - X)(Zco
Iyz = Iyzco + m[(Yco - _)(Zeo
_¥)2+ (Z_o._)2]
_)2 + (Zoo_ _)2]




Where _XCO' IYYCO' and IZZCO are the component moments of inertia
rotated p&rallel to the system coordinates, and X, Y, Z are the system
center of mass coordinates and Xo, Yco' Zco are the coordinates of the
component center of mass.
COMPUTER PROGRAM
This computer program is written in Fortran IV computer language. All
names and descriptions are assigned in the first part of the program. Thirteen
sections have been written using 13 common shapes usually found in spacecraft.
The program is directed by the input data which singles out the section
or shape factor desired to be used through the "go to" statement. The
operation of the program is illustrated in figure 1 with a computer flow
diagram.
The input data for each tiem is listed on two data cards. The basic
input for each item will vary depending on the shape factor used. Each
shape factor with the necessary data is discussed in the input data
instructions.
After the data cards are supplied to the program the following
operations are performed. The component mass properties are first printed
with the moments of inertia about the component axis rotated parellel to the
system coordinates. These mass properties are transferred to the system
center of gravity and the following are computed: System weight, inertias
ah:a: the system center of gra'[t_, _uertias about the origin, center of
gravity of the system and products of inertias of the system. Based on this
generated information, inertias about the system principal axes and their
location is subsequently computed.
A listing of the computer program is found in appendix B.
Selection of Coordinate Points
The selection of points "[" and "J" determines the length of the member
as well as the first three direction cosines. Point "k" is required to
calculate the other six direction cosines. Shown in figure 2 are the two
coordinate systems used in this program. Point "I" locates the system
coordinates (X., Yi' Z.) for the origin of the component axes and point "j
determines theldirecti_n of the "x" axis of the component coordinates.
In order to determine the directions of the "y" and "z" axes, point "k
is required. This point can be anywhere in the x-y plane. If it is omitted,
then the program automatically positions the "y" axis parallel to the X-¥
plane. For a body of revolution point "k" is not required. The following
figures (2(a) and 2(5)) describe points i, J, and k.
The _ain deck is referred to as the computer program without the necessary
data. It is always necessary to have a 789 card following the main deck and
a 789 card, then a 6789 card following the data. The 6789 card separates one
program from another. A description of these cards and their formats follows
figure 2. Q
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r-- Po:[mt "k" (Arbitrarily
/ Select_l_ For Canvenience_
/1_ / However must be in the _ plane)
I I _- "
z
LOCATION OF POINTS '_"
Figure 2(b) II
Ist Dat_ Card
Item No. 13 format
Columns i through 3
Description 2A9 format
Columns 4 through 21
Shape 12 format
Columns 22 and 23
Weight or Fg._ format
density Columns 24 through 32
A F8.3 format
Columns 33 through 40
B FS. 3 format
Columns 41 through _8
C ES. 3 format
Columns h9 through 56
D FS. 3 format
Columns 57 through 64
F F8.3 format
Columns 65 through 72
It is to be noted that the input data variables A, B, C, D, and F can be
geometric dimensions, cross-sectional areas, area moments of inertia, bud













Columns 1 through 8
FS. 3 format
Columns 9 through 16
FS. 3 format
Columns 17 through 2L
FS. 3 format
Columns 25 through 32
_- 3 format
Columns 33 through _0
F8.3 format
Columns _l through h8
F8.5 format
Columns h9 through 96
FS. 5 format
Columns _? through 6h
F8.3 format
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Beam (Arbitrary Cross Section)






Symmetric Swept Trapezoidal Panels
Curved Rectangular Panel
This program can easily be modified to include additional shapes.
Frequently where precise weights of components are known it is more
convenient to input this weight rather than an average density which would have
to be calculated. The value of .4 has been chosen as the limiting value for
inputing Rho as density (ib/cu in). A value greater than .4 iS used as total
weight (ibs). In some cases referred to as "thin wall" the total weight of
the component must be input. The degree of flexibility for inputing various
shapes can be determined from the "shape data input instructions".
The program can be used to determine the mass properties of a component
with hollows or voids. The component is treated as a standard shape with the
hollows or voids included as solid material. The hollows or voids are then
input as standard shapes having negative values for weight or density. The
program will compute the actual weight, center of gravity, and moments and
products of inertia of the component.
In the following programs for a variety of shapes the inertias about
the x, y and z component axes are represented respectively by computer symbols
!_XCG, IYYCG and IZZCG. For some of the shapes expressions for the moments of
inertia are given; however, for the more complex shapes they are omitted but
can be found by zeferrlng to the computer program in Appendix B.
Note that component axes have been located so the x axis is a principal
axis and the y and z axes either coincide with, or are parellel to principal
axes. Any other than the aforementioned x, y, and z axes locations will
incur an error in the main computer program with shape no. Ii being the sole
exception. In this instance, the x, y, and z axes locations were chosen for
_onvenience in accordance with the "shape data input instruction" and
the x axis is rotated to a principal axis by the program.
14









Input Data: Item, Description, Shape, RHO (wt.)
A(L x),B(Ir ),C(Izz)
XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ, ZJ, XK, YK, ZK
OPTIONS AVAI-AABLE
No.I Input data just as indicated above.
No.2 If negligible, inertias A(Ixx), B(I_D _) and C(Izz) may be omitted,
in which case points j and k are not required.
NOTES: Never locate point j at the system origin and if input, 2













of option _o. 2
Input Data: Item, Description, ST.:ape, RHO (density)
A, B_ C (option No. 2 only)
XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ, ZJ
0FTIONS AVAILABLE
:ie.l Input data just as indicated above.
[:0.2 Cylinder may be segmented requiring a C value be input.
::0.3 Total weight may be input for RHO in both previous
options but only if it is input more than .4 Dounds.
_o.L Input A and B equal and total weight for RH0
and program treats shape as a thin-wall cylinder.
I:C:-ES: Point k is not required with any option and density











Input Data: Item, Description, Shape, RHO (density),A,B,C,D
XI, YI, ZI, XJ# YJ, ZJ
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
No.l Input data just as indicated above
No.2 A total weight may be input for RHO but only if
it is more than ._ pounds.
NOTES : The values of A minus C and or B minus D must never equal zero.
Point i is always at the cones Larger end and point
k is n_t required.
Density as such must never be input _reater than .h ibs._c_.in.
SHAPE 3 (SPECIAL CASE)Y
THIN-WALL TRUNCATED CONE
\ C
/, I ,:t -
z _ ' _. Median line
I _ 90 °
_,_.- Input Data: Item, Description, Shape
' RHO (Densi,_y) ,A._,C,F
F
XI, YI, ZI_ XJ, YJ, ZJ
NOTES: In this case program ass_nmes all m'_ss
is concentrated midway %,etween ira,or :rod outer surfaces.











Input Data: Item. Description, Shape, RHO (density), A, D
XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ_ ZJ






/ /-- Point k
/ (Can lie ans-where
....... i_/_-- . in the xy plane)
I
b _X
DD(CG = RHO (LFth)(B + C)
Principal az<is--1 IYYCG = RHO ((B)(Lgth) . O.Oi3? (A)(Lgth) 3)
!ZZCG RHO ((C)(Lgth) i 0.0533 (.%)(Lgth) 3)
Input Data: Item, Description, Shape, RHO (density). A (area),
B(Iyy), C(Izz) (Area moment of inertia in inches h)
XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ, ZJ, XK, YK, ZK
NOTES: If beam is a body of revolution about the x (centroidal) axis, point k
is not required. Iyy and Izz are area moments of inertia about

















_! Cross Sect. in inches 2)




_7_ RHO (wt),A_B(Area "C" Ix'x'),CXI,YI,ZI,XJ,YJ, ZJ
(Input Area "C" Ix'x' in inches h)
NOTES:
Point "k" is not required and weight instead of density is the required
input for RHO.
The solution for this shape is approximate in that it may be as much as
one % less than correct if rod dimensions t and w are as much as 25% of
dimension A. (Error incurred tends to increase as this % increases)
SHAPE -
Y ._ _ T
. ICA_ SEG)._-_T
-C // \ B
I i /'i ;, / [,! x
/\', /1i /




Item, Description, Shape, RHO (densi:[),
B, C (outside radius)
XI,YI3ZI,YJ,YJ,ZJ
OPTIONS AVAILABLE
No.l Input data just as indicated above
No.2 Total weight may be input for RH0 if more than .4 lb.
NOTES:
Point k is not required. When computing as a solid spherical segment, B dim.
will become equal the distance between points "i" and "j". Density as such
must never be input greater than .4 ibs./cu, in.
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Input Data: Item, Description, Shape, RH0 (density), A,B
XI, YI, ZI
NOTE: Points "j" and "k" are not required. If B = A the program selects










Input Data: Item, Description, Shape,
RHO (density), A
XI, YI, ZI, XJ, YJ, ZJ
Point "k" is not required. If A = Lgth (i,j) the pro_Tam selects thin-
wall equations; therefore, weight insted of density should be input for
RH0.
19




y / (Can lle anywhere
I / in the xy plane)
/i ,_, -_--i_ I/ -
z/¢" // //I i nYCG : XI3-XIU
, / IA /I IZZCG = XIS-XI6
.. ,"
/ /_ "F _ Input Data: Item, Description, Shape,
-_ I ._" YYO (density),A,B,C,D,F
(Must be centrally located No.l Input data just as indicated above.
inside paral!elpiped) No.2 A total weight may be input for RH0
but only if it is more than .4 pounds.
No.3 Input D equal A and the program
selects thin-wall equations therefore
total weight must be input fcr RH0.









Item, Description, Shape, RHO (density),A,B,_C,F
I _ _._ XI,YI, Zl, XJ,YJ, ZJ, XK,YK,ZK
| I__ (Assign + to C according to sweep of panel)
J, III _ \_ A Formulas designed to
- _ _ _.,.i • %xx kk_ _ facilitate input data
_ A b I11_. _ \ _.- determination:
-C [ = B-F
Dimension F must never be more than 9._% of B. No.2 Total weight may be
__nslty u_ &uch mast n£._ _ input greater input for RHO if
than .4 ib./cu.in, more than ._ ibs.
-3
S_E ii (SPECIAL CASE)






III Axis of S_etrv
_i - " x OPTIONS AVAI_
z_ indicated above.
No.2 Total weight may be
input for _0 if
more than .h lbs.
N_S :
Poi_ kl(Can lie any- Dimension F must never be more than 98% of B.
where on the y _is Density as such must never be input greater
excep% at point i ) than .h ibs./cu.in. _
oRIGII',IAL ]pA.GF, IB
oF pOoR @Sm ,ITY
SHAPE DATA INPUT INSTRUCTION
SHAPE12
SYMMETRIC SWEPT TRAPEZOIDAL PANELS (THICK WALL)
P6int k t Input Data"(Can lie anywhere tem, escription, Shape, RHO (density),A,B_+C,D,F
in the xy plane) \ XI,YI,ZI.XJ,YJ,ZJ,XK,YK,ZK
\ (Assign -_to C according to sweep of panel)
7.
OPTIONS AVAILABLE 4 D _ Lgth
No.l Input data just as indicated above. Formulas designed to facilitate
No.2 Total weight may be input for RHO input data determination:
if it is more than .h lb. C(B+2_F) L_th(B+2F)
NOTES: b = 3(B+F) c :
Dimension F must he no mere than _8% of B. 3(B+F)




'xj/_ I \A I "%,i \
-i-- A(Sin C)X, ', _
Input Data: C \\ I / 'C Radians
Item, Description, Shape i "_l/
RHO (density),A,B,C __][__. ._%'L
XI,YI, ZI,XJ,YJ,ZJ,XK,YK, ZK i
NOTE: Flane xy is one about which symmentry exists.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
Two example problems are presented in order to show required input data.
These problems were selected due to the simple calculations involved and thus
could be checked by hand calculations.
Example Problem i
Problem i was taken from reference 3. It is a cylinder skewed in the
y-z plane. The moments of inertia about the system origins are given in this
reference and are used for comparison in this paper. It should be noted that
"g" (acceleration of gravity) was taken to be 32.0 ft/sec 2 in this reference
rather than 32.2 ft/sec (386 in./sec2). Depending on the value of "g" selected
by the program user, the term "cons" has to be changed accordingly.
The axis through the center of the component must always be the x-axis
for the computer program. Therefore, the Y3 axis of this problem corresponds
with the x-axis of the computer program; the Yl axis corresponds with the y-axis
and the Y2 axis corresponds with the z-axis.
Find moments of inertia I'ii, 1'22, 1'33 which corresponds to Ixx o,
lyyo, Izz o in our coordinate system.
Given: W = i slug = 32 ib
R = 24 inches
= 36 inches





Solution: (a) Direction cosines for
the transformation are
io.ilalj = A+
And numerical _ues of the Iij are
oXi4u - h Moment ofInert la
0
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The results of problem 1 as computed in reference 3 are now given. Hence,
fro_. the transformation equations
S_'stem Moments of Inertia
I_! = allallIll + a12a12122 + a!3a13133 + 2a12a13123 + 2allal3I!3 _ 2a!lal2!!2
*xxT = (1) 2 4 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 = h = slug ft 2 (Ixx = Ill')
T' - + +
-22- a21a21I!l a22a22122 a23a23133 + 2a22a23123 + 2a2!a23Ii3 + 2alla22-!2
(_)2 (5)2 68 2.72 slug ft2 (iyy _, ,iyy = 0 + 4 + 2 + 0 + 0 + 0 = 2-_ = = -22'
*)5 = a3ia31111 + a32a32i22 + a33a33*33 ÷ 2a52a33123 + 2a31a33113 + 2a31a32112
4 2 4 + 2 + O + _ 0 = _ = 3.28 slug ft 2
-zz = 0 + - _ 25
This problem is now computed using Computer Progra.T. NDC7C2. Short. below are
_nc coordinates of points ", , and k for problem _.
F'," 0
.... "-: = 0
k2 i
<
= O COS = ....
_ 0 i._.Z"k"
_m_ :;_nce no_ required for cylinacr
i{cfcrence is now z_de %o _he necessa_ d da_a cards t=, compute zhis problem.
24
ITEM NO. SHAPE
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We uou have the results of problem i using Computer Program
iN.re that the grlvttat|oM1 c_st_nt used here N$ 32.166.. raUwr _ 32.0 used in ref.}
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Problem 2 was taken from reference 2. In this space structure,
the weight has oeen 'lumped' or concentrated at the joints. In the
program being presented, this is not required but is used here only
for illustration. To compare moment of inertia, the numbers given
in reference 2 should be converted to slug-ft 2.
22038.464
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(Cutout in Cylinder_ll I
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Points i and j shown on the struc-
ture are those assumed when data
was input to the inertia program.
Also, some salient dimensions are
included on the components to
assist in relating component da_a
to the computer input. Except
for i't=_m_ ":o, I and No. 7 de,:__it-"
;n put for RHO.
Item No. 7




I Item No. 5
I
-_- LI- 1.0 in.
The computer outpu_ relative to example problem 3 follows and
_I _Ses, the d_+o i_ut. ,he ,omplter calculated component data,
the s_aned data and lastly, the inertias about the system principal
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CONCLUS IO NS
A computer program for determining mass properties of a
rigid structure is presented. The structure is broken down
into preselected shapes with known properties, and input data
_re supplied to completely describe each shape. For zompli--
_a_ed structures skewed in space, this program ,_-____._-__ oracti_ cal
solution to a __edious and time-consumin__ task. ._-_i_....ql_._ prac-
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The direction cosines are used to transform the properties
from the component coordinate system x,y, z to system coordinates
.T,!,Z. Three points (i, j, k] shown in the figure below, define
the vectors V I and
Z" 3_'x
Vector Y1 is arbitrarily selected to be coinci._ent wi_h the





" - _tor with "- an_ _i-.-iiin_ b_.-_ak.'_n= the ve __rss_ Droluc* of _
+'_.........,-e_u_÷in_= ma_.itule __ives a unit vector on the z axis
I = '1 × "'_
Z
YZ I
Simii_-riiy, a uni: -+_-_<r on the "j" axis is fcunJ from
:.,- :.:
ve?tcr.o sn -he x.$',2 axes.
34
The direction cosine for the x axis is written as
I.X= (XJ -Xl )ILGll4
MX = (Yj -YI )ILlll_
NX (ZJ -Zl )ILGll_
where the length is
LGTH = ((XJ -X! )2 +(yj
The vector V2 can be written
T1 =XK -XI
T2-'=YK -YI
T3 = ZK -ZI
-YT )2 +(ZJ -ZI )Z)_
A vector on the z axis is found by taking the vector cross product





T4 "- (LZ 2 + MZ2 + NZ2) _
Normalizing to get a unit vector
LZ+LZ/T4; MZ-_Z/T4; NZ_NZ/T4
The unit vector on the y axis has a magnitude of one and is determined




Writing the nine terms in matrix form, we get
[,DC]= LY MY N1
z]LLZ MZ N
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_O_PUTE T4ERTIA5 (EIGE_VALUE5) ABO_T P_INCTPAL _E5 AN_ EACH AXIS
gI_ECTION COSZ_E5 (EIGE_vECT_S) A_T_ _ITE _,JT
mel_T 3/_o
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